
CONNONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE CONNISSION

In the Matter of:
BIG RIVERS ELECTRIC CORPORATION'S)
NOTICE OF CHANGES IN ITS RATES ) CASE NO 9163
FOR ELECTRICITY SOLD TO NENBER )
COOPERATIVES )

On November 16, 1984, Big Rivexs Electx ic Corporation ("Big
Rivers" ) filed its application with the Commission requesting

authority to increase its rates for service rendered on and after
December 7, l984 ~ The proposed rates would increase Big

Rivers'nnual

revenues by $ 16.7 million, an incr'eas& Of 7.1 percent ovex

normalized revenues.

The Commission suspended the proposed rate increase until

May 7, 1985, in order to conduct public hearings and investiga-

tions into the reasonableness of the proposed rates. A hearing

was scheduled for March 14, 1985, for the purpose of cross-
examination of the witnesses of Big Rivers and the intervenors.

Big Rivers was directed to give notice of the proposed rates and

the scheduled hearing pursuant to 807 KAR 5:025, Section 7 ~

Motions to intervene in this matter wexe filed by the Utility and

Rate Intervention Division in the Office of the Attorney General

("AG"), National Southwixe Aluminum Company ("NSA"), Alcan

Aluminum Corporation and Arco Metals Company ("Alcan ), and two

consumer organizations, Kentuckians for Affordable Energy, Inc.f



( KAE") and Utility Ratecutters of Kentucky ("URK") ~ These

motions were granted and no other parties formally intervened.

On November 7, 1984, NSA filed a complaint against Big

Rivers requesting a rate consisting of a $ 7.00 demand charge which

would not include recovery of any cost associated with Big
Rivers'ewest

generating station, the D. B. Wilson Station ("Wilson" ).
The Commission later consolidated NSA's complaint with this rate
proceeding. subsequent to the hearing of this matter and the

filing of briefs, NSA filed an amended complaint on April 15,
1985, requesting a reduction of rates to produce a rate of 22

mills per KWB.

The hearing in this matter was held in the Commission's

offices in Frankfort, Kentucky, on March 14-15, and March
19-20'985,

with all parties represented . Briefs were filed by April 9,
l985, and responses to all data requests have been filed.

Case No. 9006, Big Rivers Electric Corporation's Notice of

Changes in its Rates and Fuel Adjustment Clause Base for Electric-
ity Sold to Member Cooperatives, was incorporated and made a part
of the record in this case, except for the prepared testimony.

COMMENTARY

Big Rivers is a non«profit cooperative corporat,ion engaged

in the generation, transmission and sale of electricity, through

four distribution cooperatives, to approximately 71,000 customers

in 22 western Kentucky counties. Big Rivers derives 75 percent of

its revenues from two industrial customers, which are the aluminum

smelters owned and operated by NSA and Alcan.



This Order addresses the Commission's findings and deter-

minations on issues presented and disclosed in the hearing and

investigation of Big Rivers'evenue requirements and rate design.

Big Rivers requested additional revenue of approximately $ 16.7
million and this Order provides for no increase in Big

Rivers'evenues.

The revenue requested in this case included approxi-

mately $6.5 million associated with the transmission facilities
which connect Wilson with the rest of Big Rivers'ystem. The

request also included additional revenue requirements resulting

from projected decreases in off-system sales. The modification of
these requests together with the decision not to increase Big

Rivers'imes Interest Earned Ratio ("TIER') are the primary

reasons that no increase has been granted in this case.
BACKGROUND

On April ll, 19S4, Rig Rivers filed a rate application in

Case No. 9006 requesting additional revenue of S48 million under a

scenario in which Big Rivers would sell Wilson No. 1 and then

operate the facilities by means of a leveraged lease~ or addition-

al revenue of 657.6 million under a scenario in which Big Rivers

would retain ownership of Wilson No. l. On October 16, 1984, upon

its determination that the proposed leveraged lease could not be

consummated and recognizing that a significant increase in rates

could possibly force NSA and Alcan out of business in its service

area, Big Rivers withdrew its application in Case No. 9006 and the

Commission dismissed said case without prejudice.



On November 16, 1984 ~ Big Rivers f iled its application in

this proceeding, which application excluded recovery of any costs
associated with the Wilson generating facilities. During the

course of these proceedings the Rural Electrification Administra-

tion ("REA"), the 1ien holder on over 81.1 billion of Big
Rivers'ssets,

suspended the advance of loan funds to Big Rivers and Big

Rivers, in turn, has ceased debt service payments on all debt

guaranteed by REA. REA has initiated foreclosure proceedings

against Big Rivers. Big Rivers and East Kentucky power Coopera-

tive, Inc. ("East Kentucky" ), with strong encouragement from REA<

have initiated a feasibility study concerning a possible merger.

TEST YEAR

Big Rivers proposed and the Commission has accepted the

12-month period ending December 31, 1983, as the test period for

determining the reasonableness of the proposed rates. In utiliz-
ing the historic test period, the Commission has given full con-

sideration to appropriate known and measurable changes.

VALUATION

Big Rivers presented the net original cost and capitali-
sation as valuation methods in this case. The Commission, recog-

nizing that Big Rivers placed primary emphasis on its TIER calcu-

lation rather than on rate of return, has given appropriate

consideration to these and other elements of value in determining

the reasonableness of the proposed rates.
Net Original Cost

Big Rivers proposed a pro forma )urisdictional rate base,
excluding the cost ef the wilson generating facilities, in the



amount of $ 540,832,456. This amount included post-test-year1

adjustments for the addition of the Wilson 345 KV transmission

facilities and the transmission facilities acquired from Jackson

Purchase Electric Cooperative Corporation ("Jackson Purchase ) to

allow Big Rivers to serve Jackson Purchase directly.
None of the intervenors actively addressed Big Rivers'ate

base as an issue in this casey however, from an expense stand-

point, the AG, NSA and Alcan all argued against the inclusion of

the costs associated with the Wilson 345 KV transmission facili-
ties on the grounds that existing ratepayers should not pay for

any facilities associated with the Wilson plant.
Big Rivers has contended that the costs of the Wilson

t.ranemiesion facilities should be borne by ratepayers because the

connection with wilson No. 1 enhances the system's overall relia-
bility. Big Rivers further argued that the 345 KV system was of

benefit to the existing system because it reduces line loss from

the Wilson station.

The intervenors contend that reliability was adequate prior

to construction of the line and that, absent the construction of

the Wilson generating station, the 161 KV line that had been

planned to connect the Reid and Coleman stations would have pro-

vided suf f icient long-term rel iabil ity for the existing system.

The record shows that, prior to the planning of the Wilson

generating station, Big Rivers intended to improve the reliability
of its transmission system by constructing a 161 KV line that

Big Rivers'pplication, Exhibit 9, p. l of 2.



would connect its Reid and Coleman generating stations. In con-

junction with the planning and construction of the Wilson gen-

erating station, Big Rivers abandoned its plan to build a Reid-

Coleman 161 KV line in favor of a Rei.d-Wilson-Coleman 345 KV line.
It is evident from the testimony of Scott Reed, Big Rivers'ice-
General Nanager of Engineering and Construction, that the 345 KV

system was constructed at that voltage to accommodate the planned

additions of capacity at the Wilson station. The Commission

therefore concludes that, were it not for Big Rivers'lan to
install up to 2,000 megawatts of generating capacity at the Wilson

site, the line would not have been constructed at 345 KV capaci.ty.

Furthermore, without Wilson No. 1, for which all costs are being

excluded from this case, the line that Big Rivers constructed

would have been the Reid-Coleman 161 KV line that was originally

planned.

As Big Rivers had stated, avoided line loss is a benefit of

the 345 KV line; however, that benefit is not reflected in this

rate proceeding. Furthermore, by itself, avoided line loss cannot

be considered justification for the additional investment required

for the 345 KV transmission facilities. Therefore, the Commission

is of the opinion that Big Rivers'ate bas» should not includ»

the full cost. of $ 46,838,761 for the 345 KV transmission line and

its associated facilities, but rather should reflect the cost of

$6>902<000 that would have been incurred to construct the Reid-

Transcript of Evidence ("T.E."),Narch 14, 1985, page 236.



Coleman 161 KV line. The Commission has reduced Big Rivers'ro
forma plant in service by $ 39,936,761 to reflect thi.s adjustment.

Big Rivers also reflected in its rate base the cost of
transmission facilities it acquired from Jackson purchase at net

reproduction cost. In Case No. 7787, The Application of Jackson

Purchase Electric Cooperative Corporation for Approval of Financ-

ing for the Purpose of Purchasing Facilities cf Kentucky Utilities
Company, the Commmission approved the sale of these transmission

facilities from Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") to Jackson Pur-

chase, or Big Rivers, at reproduction cost but prohibited rate
recovery of any amount in excess of net original cost.
Subsequent to Jackson Purchase changing power suppliers on January

4, 1984, Big Rivers acquired the facilities at the reproduction

cost of $ 2,172,281 and assumed Jackson Purchase's debt of

81,918,000 associated with those facilities. By its accounting

for this transaction, Big Rivers did not include an acquisition

adjustment to reflect the difference between the net reproduction

cost of S2,172,000 and the net original cost of $ 989,061 deter-
mined in Case No. 7787. Big Rivers reflected the reproduction

cost as though it were original cost in its books of account, arid

therefore included recovery of the reproduction cost in its rate

application«

Big Rivers'esponse to AG Data Request, First Section, Item
No. 54a.

Commission's Order in Case No. 7787, dated November 11, 1983.



The Commission, in accordance with its determination in

Case No. 7787, wi.ll not allow the recovery of amounts in excess of
net original cost in this proceeding . Therefore, Big Rivers'ate
base has been reduced by $1«183,220, from $2,172,281 to S989,06l,
to reflect only the net original cost of the KU transmission
faci1ities acquired from Jackson Purchase. The Commission is of
the opinion that Big Rivers should revise its accounting of this
acquisition to accurately reflect the acquisition adjustment

attendant to such a transaction and revise its 1984 PERC Form No.l

accordingly.

Big Rivers proposed adjustments to reflect the proposed

depreciation expense adjustment in the accumulated provision fox.

depreciation and to reflect its proposed expense adjustments in

the calculation of cash working capital. The Commission has modi-

fied these proposals to reflect the pro forma expense adjustments

allowed herein. All other elements of the net investment rate
base have been accepted as proposed by Big Rivers. The net origi.—
nal cost rate base devoted to jurisdictional operations is deter-
mined by the Commission to be as follows:

Utility Plant in Service
Construction cwork in Progress
Total Utility Plant
Add e

Naterials and Supplies
Prdpaymentd
Ca ah Work 1ng Cap i t a 1
Subtotal
Lees s

Accumulated Depreciation

Net Original Cost Rate Base

$536,615,271
382«566

$ 536«997«837

35 «515 «411
315«371

21 «349 ~ 107
6 57 «179 «889

92«636«925

501 «540 «801



Capitalization

Big Rivers presented a pro forms capitalization of
8572,360 ~ 944 consisting of $534,612,034 in debt and $ 37,748,910 in

equity. Nr. Naurice Brubaker, Vice-president of Drazen-Brubaker 6

Associates, Inc ., witness for Alcan, proposed an ad) ustment to re-
duce capital to an amount equal to Big Rivers'roposed rate base.

Nr, Brubaker stated that the purpose for this adjustment was to

synchronize interest expense with the amount of the investment

base which ratepayers support through rates. The concept of5

synchron izing or 1 im i ting cap i ta 1 to an amount equal to rate base

is one which the Commission endorses and generally employs in

determin ing revenue requirements for investor-owned utilities .
However, in determining revenue requirements for a cooperative,

the Commission includes non-operat ing income, such as interest

income, in its determination, wh ich necessitates recogni Cion of

the investments wh ich generate that income . Nr . Brubaker

recognized that a portion of Big Rivers'ebt supported investment

in items not inc 1uded in the rate ba se; however, Nr . Brubakere

made no determination of those items . In attempting to

synchronize capital with rate base, Nr . Brubaker calculated an

adjustment Co reduce interest expense by approximately $ 1 million:

the interest income, by which Big Rivers'evenue requirement is
reduced, is in the amount of $950,000. It is apparent that the

5 Srubaker Prepared Testimony, p. 13.
Ibid., p. 14.

7 T ~ E ~ y Narch 20, 1985, pp. 57-58.



non-rate base items which Nr. Brubaker would exclude from capital
have generated income which reduces the revenue required from

ratepayers. To exclude those items from capitalization while

using the income they generate to reduce Big Rivers'evenue
requirement would result in a double benefit to which ratepayers

are not entitled. Therefore, the Commission will not accept the

reduction to capital proposed by Nr. Brubaker.

As stated in the preceding section, the Commission has

concluded that Big Rivers should be allowed to recover the costs
of a 161 KV line connecting the Reid and Coleman stations rather

than the full cost of the Wilson 345 KV line and its related
facilities. Accordingly, the Commission has reduced Big

Rivers'ro

forms capitalization, as it reduced rate base, by $39,936,761,
of which $ 38,587,160 was a reduction of debt and $ 1,349,601 was a

reduction of equity.

The commission has likewise reduced capital by $1,183,220
to exclude the cost of the jackson Purchase-RU transmission facil-
i,ties in excess of net original cost. Gf this amount, $928,939 is
a reduction of the total debt of $ 1,918,000 assumed by Big Rivers

for these facilities and $ 254,281 is a reduction of equity for the

amount of general funds used by Big Rivers to acquire these

facilities.
Therefore, for rate-making purposes, the Commission has

determined Big Rivers'apitalization to be $ 531,240,963, consist-

ing of $ 495,095,935 in debt and $ 36,145,028 in equity.

-10-



REVENUES AND EXPENSES

For the test year, Big Rivers'esults of operations pro-

duced a net margin of $8,918,060. Big Rivers proposed several

adjustments to its test-period revenues and expenses which re-
sulted in an adjusted net loss of $6,146,323. The Commission is
of the opinion that the proposed adjustments are generally proper

and acceptable for rate-making purposes with the following excep-

tions~

Revenues from Off-System Sales
During the test year, Big Rivers sold 1.9 million megawatt

hours ("MWH") of electricity to other utilities which produced $ 48

million in revenue. On a pro forma basis, Big Rivers has project-

ed total off-system sales of 1.5 million MWH, of which approxi-

mately 850,000 NtWH, including a firm power sale of 54 megawatts to

the Municipal Energy Agency of Mississippi ( MEAM ) has been allo-
cated to the wilson system. The remainder of the projected sales,
approximately 650,000 MwH, Big Rivers assigned to its existing

system, and projected annual revenues from these sales of $ 12.8
million.

Big Rivers explained that the reduction in off-system sales
from the existing system was due to increased capacity require-

ments to meet its internal sales levels and the loss of contracted

off-system sales that were available during the test year.
The intervenors, primarily NBA and Alcan, contend that Big

Rivers has greatly understated its revenue from Off-Syatem Salea.

Mr. Bruce Ambrose, Vice-President of Economic Research Associates,



Inc., witness for NSA, testified that Big Rivers had understated

its revenue from off-system sales by approximately $ 23 million by

understating the level of off-system sales that could be made from

the existing system by 1.1 million MNH. Alcan's witness, Mr.

Brubaker, proposed that the non-firm sales of approximat.ely

466,000 MNH that Big Rivers had assigned to the Wilson system be

assigned to the existing system, which would increase revenues

from off-system sales by $9.3 million. 9

Big Rivers has argued that, after recognizing the require-
ments of its increased internal sales, it does not possess the

excess capacity to make the levels of off-system sales it has made

in the past. NSA maintains that Big Rivers has understated its
available capacity by its failure to reflect any capacity from its
65 megawatt combustion turbine, the 178 megawatts available
through its contract with the Southeastern Power Administration

('SEPA ) or the minimum 100 megawatts NSA believes is available

through Big Rivers'nterconnections with other utilities.
Big Rivers contends that it is unrealistic to rely on its

combustion turbine in planning or making inter-system sales. Big

Rivers also maintains that, due to the maximum availability of 220

hours per month for power under its SEPA contract> no more than 51

megawatts should be considered as capacity available for sale.
Furthermore, Big Rivers argues that its interconnections provide

8 Ambrose Prepared Testimony, p. 15.
9 Brubaker Prepared Testimony, p. 7.
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no firm power commitments which should be considered in planning

sales to other utilities.
Alcan contends that Big Rivers intends to pursue the same

aggressive marketing policy for off-system sales as in recent

years, but divert the benefit of those sales away from existing
customers. Alcan has emphasized that, during 1984, after Big

Rivers'nternal system sales had increased from the curtailed

levels of 1983, Big Rivers again was able to make off-system sales

of approximately 1.9 million NWH.

The Commission agrees with Big Rivers'osition that the

firm sale of 54 megawatts to NEAN is properly assigned to the

Wilson system. The assignment of the NEAN sale to the existing

system as proposed by NSA would reduce the reliability of the

system as Big Rivers has stated.
The Commission, however, does not agree with Big

Rivers'ssignment

of 466,000 NWH of non-firm sales to the Wilson system.

The combustion turbine, SEPA power and interconnections exist pri-
marily to increase reliability, and with such reliability, Big

Rivers was able to make total sales of 9.2 million NWH in 1984.

It is the Commission' opinion that the only sales that should be

assigned to the Wilson system are those sales which could not be

made absent the existence of Wilson No. 1. The record shows that

Big Rivers'xisting system, through internal generation, SEPA

power, and purchases through its interconnections, has made sales

well in excess of the 8.7 million NWH projected in this proceeding

—13-



for internal system sales and non-firm off-system sales. The Com-

mission finds that the existing system is capable of making those

sales even considering that maintenance was held to a minimum in

1984 and will need to be increased in the future. Therefore, the

Commission has assigned the total projected non-firm off-system

sales to the existing system for rate-making purposes'sing Big

Rivers'rojected millage price of 20 mills and the system average

fuel cost of 14.99 mills results in an adjustment to increase

revenue by $9.3 million and an increase in fuel cost of $7.1
million.

Wilson Transmission Facilities
Big Rivers included $6.5 million for depreciation property

taxes and interest expense associated with the Wilson 345 KV

transmission system in its pro forma expenses. As previously dis-
cussed, for rate-making purposes the Commission has limited Big

Rivers'nvestment in these facilities to the amount of $6.9 mil-

lion that would have been incurred to construct the Reid-Coleman

161 KV line. Based on this level of investment and using the

interest, depreciation and tax rates presented by Big Rivers in

its application, the Commission has calculated pro forma f ixed

charges of approximately $ 1 mi11ion for this investment. This

determination results from a reduction of $4,245,000 to Big

Rivers'ro forma interest expense, a reduction of $ 1,054,000 to

pro forma depreciation and a reduction of $ 205,000 to pro forms

property tax expense.

-14-



Jackson Purchase-KU Transmission Facilities
As discussed in another section of this Order, Big Rivers

recorded its acquisition of certain transmission facilities from

Jackson Purchase at their net reproduction cost of $2,172,281.10

This was the price Jackson Purchase had been required to pay KU,

even though the facilities'epreciated net original cost was

$ 989,061. Using the net reproduction cost, Big Rivers proposed

adjustments of $ 137,617 to increase interest expense and $59,738

to increase depreciation expense. Reflecting the depreciated net

original cost and using the debt allocation, interest rates and

depreciation rates presented by Big Rivers, the Commission has

calculated a pro forma increase in interest expense of $70,966 and

an increase in depreciation expense of $27,199. The combined

effect of these adjustments is to reduce Big Rivers'ro forms

expense levels by $99,190.
Allocation of Administrative and General Expenses

Dr. Howard W. Pifer, III, of Putnam, Hayes 5 Bartlett,
Inc., witness for NSA, recommended that an adjustment should be

made to Big Rivers'ro forma expense levels to reflect the proper

allocation of the account, Administrative and General Expenses,

between the Wilson system and Big Rivers'xisting system, which

does not include Wilson. In making his adjustment, Dr pifer

10 Big Rivers'pplicat ion, Case No. 9006, Exhibit 5, Entry 26,
p. 5.

11 Letter of J. W. Tipton, KU Engineering Director, of October
25, 1983.

12 Pi fer Prepared Testimony, pp. 22-23.
—15-



determined that Wilson No. 1 has a net capacity of 395 megawatts,

which represents 23.5 percent of Big Rivers'enerating
capacity. Dr. pifer applied the 23.5 percent to Big Rivers'3

1985 budgeted amount for Administrative and General Expenses of

$ 8,369,394 with the result of $ 1,966,808 which he recommended be

allocated to the Wilson system. 14

Big Rivers has maintained that an allocation such as pro-

posed by Dr. pifer is not required. Big Rivers has also stated
that the separation of costs between the existing system and the

Wilson system admittedly is not perfect nor need it be for present

purposes. While perfection may be impossible, the Commission

believes a certain degree of accuracy is required, and therefore

accepts, in concept, the recommendation of Dr. Pifer.
The Commission has modified Dr. Pifer's adjustment so that

those expenses directly attributable to the existing system are

not assigned to Wilson. The expenses which should be allocated

are administrative and general salaries and the fringe benefits

and overheads assignable to administration and general salaried

employees.

For the test year, Big Rivers reported administrative and

general salaries of $ 2,275,055. Reflacting the 5.5 percent

increase granted in 1984 results in normalized administrative and

13 Ibid,
Ibid ~ g p o 23 ~

Big Rivers'ost-hearing Brief, p. 23.

Big Rivers'983 PERC Form 1, p. 354.
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general salaries of $2,400,183. To this amount the Commission has

applied the 23.5 percent allocation factor developed by Dr. Pifer
which results in an allocation of $ 564,043 of salary expense to

the Wilson system.

For fringe benefits and overheads, Big Rivers calculated a

pro forma level of $ 5,114,248. To this amount the Commission has

applied a percentage of 11.95 which is the ratio of administrative

and general salaries to total salaries and wages, which results

in $ 611,153 as the amount of benefits and overheads assignable to

administrative and general salaried employees. Applying the

Wilson allocation factor of 23.5 percent to this amount results i.n

an allocation of $ 143,621 of benefits and overheads expense to the

Wilson system. The result of these allocations is an ad)ustment

to reduce Big Rivers'ost of service for the existing system by

$707,664.
Non-Recurring Expense: Hydroelectric Study

During the test year Big Rivers charged $ 440<992 to expense

for the cost of a study on the feasibility of installing hydro-

electric generating facilities on the Ohio River. The AG's wit-

ness, Nr. Hugh Larkin, of the firm Larkin a Associates, CPAs,

recommended the elimination of this expense for rate-making

purposes on the grounds that this expense was of an abnormal and

non-recurring nature. Big Rivers agreed that this was a non-

recurring, abnormal expense but maintained that, in light of the

17 $2,400,183 -. $ 20,084,040 11.95 percent.



current difficulties it was facing, non-recurring expenses for
outside services will continue to be incurred'8

The commission is of the opinion that expense levels estab-
lished for rate-making purposes should not reflect abnormal, non-

recurring expenditures. If Big Rivers'resent difficulties cause
it to continue to incur such expenses, those difficulties are due

to the construction of the Wilson Station, the costs and effects
of which are not. KO b& reflected in this rate proceeding. There-

fore, the Commission has accepted the AG's recommendation and has

reduced Big Rivers'ro forma operating expenses by $ 440,992.
Donations Expense

During the test year Big Rivers incurred $ 45,417 in expense

for donations and contributions to various educational, charitable
and civic organizations. The record herein includes no persuasive

evidence to show that these contributions benefit Big
Rivers'ltimate

consumers. The Commission, as a matter of practice, has

consistently denied the inclusion of such contributions for rate-
making purposes and finds that Big Rivers has presented no evi-

dence in this proceeding to cause a departure from this practice.
Therefore, the Commission has made an adjustment to eliminate this
expense for rate-making purposes.

Fuel Cost Synchronization

Nr. Larkin proposed an ad)ustment of approximately

41,327,167 to reduce test-year revenues for what he described as

Response to Commission's second Information Request, case No.
9163, Item No. 6, p. l.
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an over-collection of fuel revenues. Nr. Larkin contended that

Big Rivers over-collected $ 1,089,843 in July 1983 due to the in-

crease in the base fuel cost. from 13 '7 mills/KMH to 15.56 mills/

KNH during that month. Nr. Larkin further stated, "The company's

methodology results in an over-collection in that the company

recovers the fuel cost twice - once through the fuel adjustment

clause and once through base rates." Furthermore, Hr. Larkin

contended that, after excluding the over-collection of fuel

revenues in July 1983 fuel revenues collected during the test year

exceeded test-year fuel costs by an additional S237,324.

Nr. James Haner, manager of accounting for Big Rivers, tes-
tified that Big Rivers had not collected the same fuel cost

twice'oreover, on crass-examination, Nr. Haner indicated that20

Big Rivers had billed its customers the correct base fuel cost.
The preponderance of Nr. Larkin's proposed adjustment deals

with the methodology utilized by this Commission to change the

base fuel cost. The Commission is of the opinion that any ques-

tion of methodology should be addressed in a fuel adjustment

clause proceeding and not in this rate case. The methodology used

by the Commission to change Big Rivers'ase fuel cost was deter-

mined in Case No. 8054, An Examinaticn by the public Service

Commission of the Application of the Fuel Adjustment Clause of Big

Larkin Prepared Testimony, p. 4.
20 T ~ E ~ ~ March 15 ~ 1985 p pa 206 ~

Ibid., pp. 203-206.



Rivers Electric corporation pursuant to 807 KAR 5:056E ~ Sections
l(ll) and (12) ~ Nr. Larkin has not performed an in-depth analySiS

to determine if any over-collection was actually due to the change

in the base fuel cost> a possible mismatch of fuel revenues and

expenses, varying sales volumes or some combination thereof.
Certainly, the Commission does not wish to give Big Rivers,

or any electric utility, the opportunity to recover the same fuel

costs twice. Likewise, the Commission does not wish to penalize

Big Rivers or any other electric utility unjustly. The Commission

is of the opinion that Big Rivers did not over-collect in July

1983 due to the increase in base fuel cost and that no adjustment

for fuel cost synchronization is necessary.

AG Adjustment-Overtime Wages

AG witness Nr. Larkin proposed an adjustment to reduce Big

Rivers'ro forma wages and salaries expense by $668,477. Nr.

Larkin explained that a lower level of overtime wages accounted

for 5522,445 of this amount but that he had made no analysis of

the remaining difference of $ 146,002. Nr. Larkin calculated his

adjustment using the wage adjustments presented by Big Rivers in

Case No ~ 9006 as his starting point;. Big Rivers erred in its
adjustments in Case Na. 9006 by cs1culating overtime wages at
regular hourly rates rather than at time-and-a-half rates. This

error on the part of Big Rivers accounts for the lower level of

overtime wages computed by Nr. Larkin in his proposed adjustment.

As to the remaining $ 146 000 of Nr. Larkin's adjustment, the Com-

mission has determined that this amount can be attributed to the



promotion, reclassif ication and merit-type increases granted dur-

ing the f irst 9 months of 1984. The Commission, therefore, is of

the opinion that Big Rivers'djustment is appropriate and the

reduction proposed by the AG should be rejected.
Miscellaneous AG Adjustments

Mr. Larkin proposed an adjustment to eliminate the expense

of $ 105,007 Big Rivers incurred during the test year for the

deferred compensation plan available to its management employees.

Nr. Larkin also proposed an adjustment to reduce by one-half the

pro forma cost of $ 143,241 for Big Rivers'ong-term disability
insurance. Mr. Larkin offered little support for tnese adjust-

ments except to say that the costs appeared to be out of line and

that the Commission should consider these expenditures in relation

to the requested rate increase.
The Commission has not accepted these adjustments due to

their lack of support. However, the Commission does expect. Big

Rivers to review these and other discretionary expenditures as it
attempts to deal with the problems related to the Wilson plant. In

particular, Big Rivers should review and analyze its procedures

for the procurement of insurance coverages to insure that it is
receiving the maximum coverage necessary at the least possible

cost. Moreover, since Big Rivers has no written procedures for

procuring insurance, the Commission vill require Big Rivers to

submit a report detailing a plan to implement such procedures. In

future rate cases, Big Rivers should he prepared to document its
insurance expenditures and demonstrate its efforts to secure the

best coverage for the least premium.
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After all adjustments found reasonable herein are included,

the Commission finds that Big Rivers'esults of operations should

be adjusted as

follows'perating

Revenue
Operating Expenses
Operating Income
Other Income and

Deduction (Net)
Interest on Long-

Term Debt (Net)

Actual
Test Year

$ 258,276,967
212,018,808

$ 46,258,159
779,420

38tl19~519

Adjustments

S(13,309,884)
(11,971,247)

$ ( 1,338,637)
( 44g666)

4,687,594

Adjusted
Test Year

$ 244,967,083
200,047,561

8 44,919,522
734,754

42c807,113

Net Margins 8,918,060 8( 6,070,897) 8 2,847,163

REVENUE REQUIRENENTS

Big Rivers xequested a net margin in this proceeding suffi-
cient to pxoduce a TIER of 1.225. During the test year Big Rivers

achieved a TIER of 1.09. The AQ recommended a TIER of 1.15, while

Alcan recommended 1.10 and NSA recommended a TIER of 1.07. Thus,

the record in this case reflects a TIER ranging from 1.07 to

1.225.
Based on rates granted in January 1981 with a TIER of

1.225, Big Rivers has achieved TIERs of 1.15, 1.05, 1.09 and 1,04
in the years 1981-1984. In its brief, Big Rivers cites rate lag"

or attrition as the primary reason for its requested TIER. Also,

Big Rivers cites that it has no line of credit or other source of
funds for capital construction or emergencies.

The Commission recognizes that Big Rivers'chieved TIERs

have been less than those authorized. However, as the intervenors

have cited, Big Rivers has been involved in a major construction
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program during the past 4 years. Furthermore, Big Rivers'IER
award in 1981 came at a time when double-digit inflation was being

experienced. Since that time, with inflation averaging 4 percent

over the years 1982-1984, Big Rivers'chieved TIERs have been

very consistent, ranging from F 04 to 1.09, with an average of

1.06.
As Big Rivers has stated, the test year costs in this case

are approximately 2 years old. However, in accordance with normal

rate-making procedures (i.e., adjusting the historical test period

for known and measurable changes), the adjusted operating results

are representative of future operations. Thus, the adjusted

results should be achievable under the parameters of this case.

Big Rivers'urrent lack of a line of credit is due solely

to the financial problems related to the Wilson plant. As stated

many times in this record, the costs and problems attendant to the

Wilson plant vill not be reflected in Big Rivers'urrent rates.
Therefore, the commission has not considered this issue in evalu-

ating the eppzopriate TIER level.

Big Rivers'djusted test-year operating results produce a

TIER of 1.07 which is greater than the 1.0 TIER required by Big

Rivers'ortgage agreement. Based on these results, the Commis-

sion concludes that, absent the presence of the Wilson unit, this

rate filing would not have been necessary. Furthermore, as Big

Rivers has stated, its rates are based upon its needs to pay its
operating expenses and meet its debt requirements. Based on the
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determination herein of the appropriate expense levels, Big

Rivers'urrent rates will meet these needs.

Any revenue award made in this case would be immaterial to

Big Rivers'urrent financial condition and could only be |usti-
fied based on an increased TIER. Inasmuch as this rate filing
would not have been necessary but for the presence of the Wilson

unit, any increase granted herein could be attributable to that

factor alone.

Big Rivers'd)usted TIER of 1.07 is equal to the TIER

recommended by NSA and is greater than the TIER Big Rivers has

achieved in 2 of the last 3 years. Within the confinements of

this proceeding, a 1.07 TlER will enable Big Rivers to satisfy the

conditions of its mortgage agreements and provide reliable service

to its ultimate consumers at the lowest possible cost. Therefore,

based on the evidence of record, the Commission has determined

that no increase in revenues is necessary, or justified, and

therefore, none has been granted.

RATE DESIGN

In most cases before this Commission, when a decision is
reached that no increase in revenues is required, any discussion

concerning rate design becomes moot. That general proposition is
not true in this case. During this proceeding, several witnesses

for both Alcan and NSA testified that stable and competitive elec-
tricity rates are needed to keep the aluminum smelters in a viable

position during the current downturn in the aluminum market. Big

Rivers receives approximately 75 percent of its revenue from Alcan



and NSA. Accordingly, Big Rivers'iability is dependent upon the

continued operation of the aluminum smelters and their fates are

inextricably entwined.

The depressed market for aluminum ingots has placed the NSA

and Alcan aluminum smelters in a precarious position. Nr. Kenneth

T ~ Wise, Director of Putnam, Hayes and Bartlett, Inc., a witness

for NSA, testified that 'NSA is not covering its 'cash costs'f
production. Nr. Lester, a witness for Alcan, testified that

electricity costs account for about 35 percent of the cost to

produce aluminum and that this makes the Alcan smelter in Seebree

an "obvious candidate for cutbacks given the current price of
aluminum ingots. The closing of either of these smelters would

certainly trigger a disastrous sequence of events for Big Rivers

and its other customers.

It was in recognition of these facts that NSA filed its
complaint against Big Rivers wherein the Commission was requested

to set a rate for power which would enable NSA to operate competi-

tively. NSA's complaint was subsequent.ly amended to request

approval of a combined demand and energy charge of 22 mills/KWH,

approximately 6 mills lower than its present rate. While the

Commission fully recognizes the need by NSA and Alcan for a rate
that will afford them the opportunity to continue operations in

Kentucky, the evidence in this case will not support a rate

Wise Prepared Testimony, p. 5.
T.E. March 19, 1985, p. 108.

Ibid'�

, p. l09 ~
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reduction. NSA further moved that the Commission establish an

automatic ad)ustment clause whereby Big Rivers'ates would

include only the interest expense actually paid to REA on the

existing system. The Commission finds that this proposal would

result in a rate change which, pursuant to KRs 278.180, requires

the Commission to give prior notice to Big Rivers. Since no such

notice was given by the Commission, NSA's request must be denied.

In an effort to promote the continued operation of the

aluminum smelters in Kentucky, Dr. Pifer, a witness for NSA, has

proposed a rate structure which links the demand charge paid by

NSA to the market price of aluminum ingots. Mr. Lester, a

~itness for Alcan, has also testified that a formula approach

which ties the price of electricity to the market price for
aluminum has worked elsewhere and should be considered here for

both of the smelters served by Big Rivers. The basic steps in

their proposal would be to establish a cost-based demand charge

for the Big Rivers customers. However, the amount of the demand

charge actually paid by the aluminum smelters at any particular

time would be dependent upon the market price for aluminum. If
the aluminum ingot price was below a specified level, the aluminum

companies would not pay a11 of the demand charge at that time, but

the shortfall would be accrued and paid to Big Rivers when the

price of aluminum increased. The appeal of this rate structure is

25 Pifer Prepared Testimony, pp. 40-43.

T.E., March 19, 1985, p. 126.



that rates are still based on cost, which is the foundation of the

Commission's rate-making philosophy. This proposed rate structure

would not require a subsidy from Big Rivers or its other customers

to the aluminum smelters.

Although the Commission agrees that there is considerable
merit in the rate structure concept as proposed by the aluminum

companies, there is no specific contract before the Commission at
this time to accept or reject. However, there is no increase in

Big Rivers'ates resulting from this case and the Commission be-

lieves the current rates should be continued, allowing the status

quo to be maintained. The Commission strongly suggests that the

parties attempt to negotiate a contract that incorporates the rate
structure concept as discussed above. It is anticipated that such

a contract would involve extensive and complex negotiation. It is
understood that it is difficult to initiate this type of concept

when the aluminum market is in its present depressed condition.

However, it is conceivable that provisions could be included in

the contract to make it acceptable to all parties. For instance,

provisions such as interest on the accrued balance, guaranteed

payment of the accrued balance and periodic payment of a portion

of the accrued balance are terms that might enable the parties to
overcome the obstacles of implementing this program currently.

The parties to this negotiation would include Big Rivers,

the distribution cooperatives, Alcan and NBA and its parent com-

panies. In addition, a representative of the Commission should

participate as an observer to keep the Commission informed so that
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a protracted proceeding may not be required for Commission approv-

al of a final contract. Similarly, since REA approval would also

be required, the parties should encourage REA's participation.
OTHER ISSUES

At the end of the test year, Big Rivers had a coal inven-

tory valued at $26,076,168, which consisted of 873,143 tons, or an

81-day supply, based on Big Rivers'2-month average daily burn

rate of 10,731 tons per day. This level is within Big
Rivers'tated

coal inventory goal of maintaining a 60-day supply of coal

under normal circumstances, and increasing to a 90-day supply in

preparation for a possible strike by the United Mine Workers. Big

Rivers indicated that its coal inventory goal was set with consid-

eration given to carrying costs, possible production and/or trans-

portation interruptions and possible coal shortages.

Mr. Joe L. Craig, manager of fuels for Big Rivers, testi-
fied that Big Rivers had not prepared any type of economic analy-

sis to determine an optimal level of coal inventory. However,

Mr. Craig did indicate that. such an analysis could be performed .28

The Commission has evaluated Big Rivers'ear-end coal

inventory and has determined that no adjustment is necessary. The

Commission is encouraged that Big Rivers understands the need to

27 T.E., March 15, 1985, p. 120.
Ibid , p 121.
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control its coal inventory and is taking steps to do so--steps
like developing a formal coal inventory policy. However, the Com-

mission is concerned that Rig Rivers'arget coal inventory level
was determined only by judgmental methods. 29 The Commission

acknowledges the steps taken by Big Rivers to manage its coal

inventory but believes there is room for improving this management

effort. Specifically, the Commission expects Big Rivers to

develop a formal cost-benefit analysis of its coal inventory level

(inventory model) and to incorporate such an analysis into future
rate applications to support its target coal inventory level.

SUNMARY

The Commission, having considered the evidence of record

and being advised, is of the opinion and finds that:
1. The adjusted earnings of Big Rivers, based on the deter-

minations herein, are sufficient to provide for its reasonable

financial obligations, meet the requirements of its lenders, and

provide a reasonable return.

2. The rates proposed by Big Rivers would produce revenue

in excess of that found reasonable herein and should be denied

upon application of KRS 278.030.
3. Big Rivers should file within 90 days from the date of

this Order its plan to implement a formal program for purchasing

insurance at the lowest possible cost.

29 Ibid., p ~ 120 '



IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the rates proposed by Big
Rivers be and they hereby are denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the rates currently being

charged by Big Rivers shall remain in effect..
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within 90 days from the date of

this Order Big Rivers shall submit a report detailing a plan to
implement procedures for the procurement of insurance.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 6th day of Nay, 1985.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Vice Chairman
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co%nissioner
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Secretary


